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From the Dean and Director ...

Time and Space
in SDSU Research
BoTH modern and old-time photography provide key elements for two Agricultural Experiment Station projects in

•

which progress reports are featured in this issue of South Dakota Farm & Home Research.
A period of nearly a hundred years in time is involved in
one project. The other project is investigating possibilities of
using photography from perhaps hundreds of miles in space.
Almost a century ago a pioneer St. Paul photograph~r
took pictures during the historically-significant Black Hills
Expedition commanded by Major General George Armstrong
Custer. It was no small task for this frontier lensman. He was
equipped with a wagon to transport his bulky camera and the
chemicals he used for the then-new "wet-plate" process. The
procedure was to sensitize a glass plate, place it ( in a plate
holder) in the camera; expose it while still wet and then deDuane Acker
velop it immediately into a negative in a dark room ( a small,
soil conditions) into color coded
stifling tent or perhaps the wagon).
segments
which appear on a closedThis process is reported to have pergraphic techniques are employed ir.
circuit
TV
screen. This machine can
mitted much shorter exposure times
remote sensing research for mapthan the older daguerreotypes and
even
be
used
for determining the
ping and studying soils, as described
it provided a negative from which a
of
different densitie.
percentages
by the cover article of this issue. It
print could be made.
can
be converted int
which,
in
turn,
is a highly technical study combin·
a
cres
of
various
soils.
Several accounts of the Custer exing a knowledge of soils with aerial
pedition laud the painstaking work
photography involving
various
This cooperative project of our
and technical skill of the photogtypes of cameras, filters, film, and
Plant Science Department and the
rapher who had to work under diffisometimes a thermal scanning deRemote Sensing Institute so far has
cult conditions. You can judge the . vice that delineates ( even at night)
used only imagery from aircraft flyquality of his photographs for yourvery small differences in temperaing at 14,000 and 60,000 feet. Howself in the article on how prints
tures of physical characteristics to
ever, in one phase of the project
from these old glass plate negatives
provide a "picture" of the earth's
concerning grazing areas, the
are assisting us in learning more
surface b elow.
equipment
and procedure simulates
about forest ecosystems. This projdata
expected
to be received from
Interpretations of the pictures are
ect in the Wildlife and Fisheries
the
Earth
Resources
Technology
aided by special laboratory equipDepartment is supported by federal
Satellite
(
ERTS)
to
be
launched
ment that separates various densiMcIntyre-Stennis funds.
ties
on
the
film
(
showing
different
into
earth
orbit
later
this
year.
Some of the most modern photo-
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Published quarterl y by th e Ag ricultural
Expe rim ent Sta tion , South D ak ota State
Unive rsity, Brookings, South D a k ota . Th is
p ublica tion will be sent free to an y resident
of South Dakota in response to a writte n request.
To simplify terminology, trade n ames of
p roducts or equipment are sometim es used.
N o endorsem ents of specific prod ucts or
eq uipment named is intended, nor is crit.
cism im pli ed of th ose n ot me ntion ed.
Material appearing in this publication may
be rep rinted prov ided the mea ning is not
ch anged and credi t is given th e a uth or and
the Sou th D akota Agricu ltu ral Experiment
Station.

Controlled Burning as a
e Range Management Tool
THEY call it "controlled" or "pre-

.•

scribed" burning.
It is described as a new-old range
management tool to improve forage
productivity for livestock grazing
along the fringes. of Black Hills for. ested areas. Controlled fire may also
have applications within the forest
itself.
Considerable new interest is
building on a varied front as new
studies are made of this system of
using fire to control encroachment
of Black Hills ponderosa pine in
foothills range areas. Essentially it
destroys unwanted, moisture-robbing pine seedlings that crowd out
· useful range plants on thousands of
acres of mostly privately-owned
foothills land.
Livestock · producers take a close
look, especially when they hear
about potentials for increasing forage production 'by up to five times.
Range and land management specialists are interested in the possibilities of putting land to its best
use-in this case for grazing, or
sometimes for timber.
Foresters take a look, studying the
possibilities advocated for the system as one method · of "9pening"
heavily grown-over forested areas
or to consume flash fuels on the forest floor.

been involved in world-wide for
years.
The two persons in western South
Dakota with the most intense interest, however, are Bob Gartner and
Wes Thompson, who are using prescribed burning in range management research for South Dakota
State
University's
Agricultural
Experiment Station. They are headquartered at the West River Research and Extension Center in
Rapid City. Dr. Gartner, associate
professor of Range Management in
the SDSU Animal Science Department, heads the project which began in 1970. Thompson is a research
assistant in Animal Science ( Range
Management).
Key is CONTROL of Fire

As a starter in describing progress
of the re~earch, Dr. Gartner sets the
record straight on "controlled" or
"prescribed" burning:
"It's just that - controlled, period," he explains. "The site is controlled by careful selection-sometimes with pre-ignition preparation.
The time is controlled by season ·
( before ·plant growth begins, for
some purposes), when soil is moist,
when air temperature is less than 65
degrees F., relative humidity 35% or
higher, winds not over 15 miles per

Burn to Reduce Fire Danger

•

The ordinary individual is apt to
take a second look when he's confronted with the seemingly paradoxical idea of burning to reduce
forest fire danger. This includes persons living in foothill ~esiden'tial
areas.
The idea gains an immediate response from those who are alarmed
at a combination of forest and fire.
Also attracted are internationallyknown experts on use of controlled
or prescribed burning for improvement of range and forest production. J:wo of the foremost of these
authorities have visited the Black
Hills area to inspect South Dakota .
experimental applications of a system of land management they have
3

hour. Progress of a fire is most often
controlled by burning downhill to
prevent flames from creating their
own updraft and getting out of control. Progressive "strip burning" assures a constant fire break, also increases the efficiency of a fire as well
as reducing the time required.
"Ours is a 'cool' fire-it consumes
what we call 'fuel' or the unused
surface covering, but does not penetrate to damage the mineral soil or
layers of decomposing material just
above it. This undisturbed layer also
serves to protect the mineral soil
from erosion. Consuming the surface litter is simply assisting Nature
to recycle nutrients.
"While .our 'cool' fire destroys
seedlings and a few saplings, it does
not jump into the tree crowns for
the type of difficult-to-control, destructive 'hot' wildfire. Sufficient
personnel are always on hand, depending upon ·the area and its size,
along with sprayers and other fire
suppression equipment."
After Dr. Gartner establishes the
precautions and methods of controlled burning, he's ready to go
into the background and what has
been learned so far in the research.
It goes like this:
Stands More Dense Now

Ponderosa pine stands in the
Black Hills and in the drier surAn example of how ponderosa pine
from forested areas encroaches. on
rangeland fringing the Black Hills of
western South Dakota.

The ponderosa pine seedlings in the
foreground if permitted to grow will
crowd out range vegetation and grasses
used by livestock. Controlled or prescribed burning is being advocated as a
means of preventing spread and growth
of these pines.

rounding foothills have become
strikingly more dense since the influx of man began in the 1870's. Old
time photographs and recollections
by long-time residents verify this
encroachment situation. Previous to
settlement,
frequent
wildfires
( along with insect attacks and destructive winds) helped maintain
numerous open "parks" in the forest
and blunted tree encroachment into
the foothills. ( At this point, in an
aside, Dr. Gartner points out "we're
not against suppression of wildfires
-putting them out is usually essential to protect lives, property, and
valuable timber. What we're talking
about is reintroduction of Nature's
management tool-fire-but in a
strictly controlled, planned manner.
The difference between a destructive wildfire and controlled use of
fir·e is that the former almost always
occurs when fuels are extremely dry
and conflagration is inevitable.")

sion includes various ages of pine
from soil surface to tree tops; and
fin ally th
diminished aesthet~c
valu s-too often it just doesn't look
good. Then, when s_uch. a sta~d is
thinned, or commercial timber 1s removed, the slash left on the land
gr atly increases the potential damage from wildfires and reduce~ the
total usability of the land for either
grazing of livestock or wildlife or
for purely recreational purposes.
Emphasize Foothill Region

Although the SDSU research may
also have application in forest man. agement, its main current ·concern
is in the foothill region where encroachment of pine into grasslands
has reduced both quantity and qual-

Pine encroachment, then, results
in reduction of understory vegetation, moisture, runoff, and groundwater; the growth rate and health of
trees in dense stands are adversely
affected; the fire hazard increases
because at this point plant succes-

ity of grass production. Results of
encroachment have been documented in South Dakota and elsewh re.
One study determined that herbag~
production in the Black Hills varie~
from a total of 40 pounds .a n acre
( air-dry weight) under dense, unthinned pine stands, to 225 pounds
in inadequately thinned stands, to
2,160 pounds on clear cut areas.
Th re's a spot near Custer where
you can stand while Black Hills National Forest personnel point out a
thick, "dog-hair" stand of unusable
timb r, a second nearby area thinned to two predominant tree ages
that produces 300 pounds of herbaceou material and 100 board f et
· of pine growth annually per acre,
and a third area thinned to one predominant tree age which produces
3,000 pounds of herbaceous material and 300 board feet of pine
·growth annually.
In one of Dr. Gartner's early studi s h used on area wh re a Butte
County rancher in an attempt to increase forage · production cleared
about 15 acres of ponderosa pine on
east- and west-slope foothills. Some
of th timber was salvaged for lumber products although much of i.
was below commercial quality- a
frequent situation. The SDSU range
manager found that total herbage
production on the east slope was

Downhill burning
"cool" fire consumes
as ponderosa pine
City Journal photo.)

with a controlled
flash fuels as well
seedings. (Rapid
·

•
4

.
.

1,825 pounds (oven-dry) an acreabout 1,500 pounds more than the
total from the adjacent area where
pine was not removed. On the west
slope the total for the cleared area
was 1,084 pounds and 236 pounds
for the pine-covered area. Differ ences in east and west slope productivity were attributed to time of
clearing, original stand, microclimate and other factors .
. Warm Season Grasses Respond

•

Warm season· grasses showed a
greater response from ·clearing than
did cool season species. This poses
the need for changes in grazing
management in such situations:
from fall, winter, and spring grazing which is generally used in the
foothill region, to somewhat intensive use for a short period during
mid-summer in order to make bet. ter use of the warm season plants.
This decided advantage for cleared areas as shown in Dr. Gartner's
initial study was excellent-hut
there was a hitch. M<!ny pine seedlings were released in the Butte
County cleared area, especially in
the one on the west slope. Since the
operator was a livestock producer
and not interested in growing trees
for lumber, these pine seedlings
meant a gradual lowering of herbage productivity-or a return to the
condition before pine$ were removed. The density w~s estimated at
about one seedling per·.square yard.
In this case, at least, manual destruction of the seedlings would be
expensive and time consuming.

This is a prime example of where
the project leader and Thompson
begin to talk about use of controlled
burning to get at these steadily encroaching ponderosa pine seedlings.
Recent pine encroachment into
grasslands and excessive germination within closed pine stands has
been aided by above normal precipitation the past 10 years, but the
major invasion of grasslands by pine
coincides with improved fire suppression methods starting in the
early 1900s. Furthermore, Dr. Gartner maintains, although timber harvest and thinning have helped, they

Controlled burning in residential
areas prevents accumulation of fuel
which potentially could cause a destructive "hot" fire. The white stake ( center) marks a place where crayonkeyed aluminum sections are placed to
determine temperatures in layers of
ground vegetation as well as in the mineral soil beneath. (Rapid City Journal
photo.)

also create new problems: flash fuels
increase danger and potential destructiveness of wildfires; indiscriminate slash build-ups tend to inhibit
both domestic and wild grazing animals; abortion in cattle is a prnblem
when fresh slash as well as trees and
seedlings are available to cows in
later stages of pregnancy; and,
again the view isn't very attractive.
(Concluded next page)
More than 100 persons attended a
field tour and seminar last May to view
SDSU controlled burning research in
the Rapid City area. Discussing management problems in low quality ponderosa pine in the foothills region is Dr.
Bob Gartner, associate professor of
Range Management, SDSU (back to
camera). Two world authorities on the
ecology and use of fire as a management
tool are Dr. E. V. Komarek, Sr., Tall
Timbers Research Station, Tallahassee,
Florida ( to the left of Gartner), and
Dr. Harold Biswell, professor of forestry at the University of California,
Berkeley (to Dr. Komarek's right).

Suburban Areas Affected Too

Another angle on this controlled
burning doesn't essentially concern
livestock production. Rather it has
to do with people in residential
areas in the foothills. It boils down
to the idea of would they rather
have a small, cool, controlled fire or
chance a catastrophic, big fire? A
small, strictly controlled fire in one
residential section consumed large
amounts of old grass and pine seedlings which had accumulated in the
ungrazed area for about 15 years.
This material, p 1us "dog-hair"
stands of pine, added to the potential for extensive property damage
from a wildfire. Prior to the bum an
estimated 2 tons an acre of fuel was
of the grassland type while_fuel under thick stands of mature pine
amounted to about 5 tons an acre.
Something like a 90% kill of pine
seedlings and 50% reduction in fuel
was accomplished by .the burning.
What about air pollution from
smoke? Dr. Gartner and Thompson
feel this way: compared to industrial and automobile emissions,
wood or grass smoke is non-carcenogenic, particulate matter is washed
from the atmosphere by rain, and
smoke from a small bum every few

farmers DO
use earmuffs
SouND-DEADENING earmuffs, sold
by the hundreds several months ago
by the South Dakota State University student Mechanized Ag club,
are being put to good use, according
to a follow-up survey.
More than 85% of the purchasers
use the accoustical earmuffs at least
10 hours ·a year, according to David
Klapperich, senior mechanized agriculture student from Conde, S. D.,
who conducted the survey as a class
project. Average hours used ranged
up to 400 by individuals reporting.
Comments from satisfied customers indicate they believe they "got
their money's worth" and the earmuffs helped in reducing noise levels during operation of agricultural
machinery.

years shouldn't add too much to air
pollution. They ask: "Would it be
better to have a little smoke in the
cooler months or a lot of smoke
from a wildfire late in summer
when conditions are hot and dry and
there is little chance of rain?"
Public Tours Conducted

Tours near Rapid City in 1971
and last May have helped explain
"controlled" or "prescribed" burning
to the public.. Not only that, these
tours have brought to South Dakota
two of the foremost authorities on
fire as a forest and range managem ent tool. Dr. H arold Biswell, professor of forestry . at the University
of California, who took part in last
year's tour was instrumental this
year in bringing Dr. E. V. Komarek,
Sr., executive secretary of the Tall
Timbers Research Station, Tallahass~e, Florida. They have inspected some of the western South Da·kota experimental bums and discussed knowledge gained in their
world-wide studies and applications
of this management technique. According to Dr. Gartner the assistance of these two authorities has
been of great value to the research
in South Dakota.

While the SDSU researchers like
to first emphasize the control in controlled burning, they also like to
emphasize their major objectives,.
some of which are actually becoming accomplishments:
• Reducing unwanted pine seedlings in grassland.
• Reducing excessively dense
stands of seedlings prior to and following thinning or logging operations.
• Reducing old growth residue of
grasses, such as little bluestem, in
order to obtain better grazing use
of this particular forage species.
• Reducing accumulations of
Rash fuels of slash and litter.
• Reducing undesirable, non-fire
tolerant, introduced species such as
Japanese and cheatgrass brome,
and Kentucky bluegrass.

Dr. Gartner summarizes by saying that as we learn more about the
reaction of va_rious plants to fire,
there could be :widespread application of controlled burning for various purposes in grassland environments. Reducing or eliminating undesirable introduced grasses is just _
OI?,e kind of spin-off from controlled • ~
.6re research.O

The earmuff project stems from
time earmuffs were worn, the tractor radio, and overall comfort.
Agricultural Experiment Station research on methods to reduce noise
Respondent's comments ranged
· levels to protect hearing and health
from "I should have had them years
of agricultural machinery operators.
ago" to a few complaints about comIt was found that insulation of tracfort. One man wrote "my wife
tor cabs, exhaust snubbers, and accould use a pair when she runs the
coustical earmuffs helped reduce
food blender."
noise to safe levels. At that point ·
The students, who did all of the
students in the SDSU Mechanized
packaging, mailing and correspondence in connection with ,earmuff
Ag Club become interested and began to sell earmuffs. Sales boomed
sales, have used profits to help sponand more than 3,000 pairs were sold
sor a scholarship, for club activities,
( at $7.00 each) throughout the
and for inspection trips. Sponsor of
United States and_Canada.
the club is Harvey Young, an associate professor of agricultural engiMost Users Are Farmers
neering.
Most of the earmuff purchasers
were farmers , says Klapperich, and
Dave Klapperich, who purchased
as could be expected used them
earmuffs and used them while working on a farm during summers, will
mostly during spring, summer and
fall. Most use ( 77%) was for cultibe working in sales and service for a
farm machinery dealer after graduvation, followed by spring plowing
ation. He has two brothers attend( 56%) , fall plowing ( 43%) and 37%
for winter activities such as operating SDSU, Phillip, studying engiing feed grinders and loaders-even
neering, and Edward, studying ag- .
during operation of snow blowers.
riculture business. They are sons of
Factors affecting earmuff use were
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Klapperich,
Conde.D
found to be temperature, length of
6
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Special Equipment Used

• Remote Sensing Helps
Locate Problem Soils
A

from more than 2~
miles away-straight up-pinpoints
the poorer soils from the good for a
north-central Squth Dakota farmer's
field, even down to the amount of
acreage involved.
In another part of the state a soil
surveyor by using a similar photograph and spot checking can survey
soil conditions over thousands of
acres of rangeland which he could
not quickly cover by going over the
ground.
These are here-and-now results of
. agricultural research which is
bringing nearer to practical uses
those previous far-out concepts . of
employing remote seµsing data to
farming. True, certain refinements
are necessary. And techniques involving highly ,sophisticated equip. ment must be explored. But the sur•
face has been scratched. It just may
be that after preliminary studies,
technicians will be using data from
the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite ( ERTS) slated for launch
this year.
The aerial photographs taken on
special infrared film 'from an airplane at 14,000 feet altitude are only
a small portion of research necessary to ferret out soil or crop condition details. This Agricultural Experiment Station research is a
cooperative effort of the Plant Science Department and the Remote
Sensing Institute at South Dakota
State University and is funded by
NASA. The project is h_e aded · by
Charles J. Frazee, assistant professor of plant science. Fred Westin,
professor, Larry Benson, a graduate
assistant, in plant science; and
James K. L ewis, associate professor
of animal science, are also cooperating in the project.
This type of soils work was envisioned_by Remote Sensing Institute
Director Victor I. Myers when the
organization began operation on .
•
the SDSU campus in 1969. Shortly
after the RSI began functioning,
PHOTOGRAPH

Myers procured funds from NASA
for soils studies.
Research Oahe Area

The cover photo of this issue of
South Dakota Farm & Home Research ( also reproduced as Figure
1) is a black and white copy of an
early-spring color infrared photograph taken along an 18x2-mile eastwest flightline in northern Spink
County. This area was selected for
remote sensing research partly because it includes soils and land uses
typical of the proposed Oahe irrigation project and partly because of
the large amount of data available
( "ground truth") from previous
ground soil surveys and studies.
Lettered keys identify sections of
the photograph. The key "H'' and
the enlargement, Figure 2, show the
north-central South Dakota field
used in this particular phase of research. The lighter areas in this field
( also showing in some other fields)
were found to be soils with restric-.
tive lay~rs or dense horizons ( claypans) just below the surface which
limit crop production and are poorly suited for irrigation. The darker
areas are deeper, more productive
soils with the claypan layer farther
below the surface than those of the
lighter-appearing soils. These darker soils are moderately suited for irrigation. The crop in this field is
spring wheat about 3 inches high.
It would be comparatively simple
if soil mapping could be done merely by obtaining infrared photos of
an area and delineating the lighterand darker-appearing soils. However, according to Dr. Frazee, it
doesn't turn out that way. For example, the "L" key also shows lighterappearing areas. They are wet
spots in which a crop has been
drowned out. There are millions of
"data points" on these photographs,
far too many with far too sHght or
subtle differences for a human alone
to efficiently separate or identify,
·
explains Dr. Frazee.
7

At this point trained and experienced soils scientists conducting the
research rely upon highly specialized equipment for help. This consists of a Spatial Data Datacolor
density slicing system ( Figure 4),
a fascinating array of closed-circuit
color TV camera and monitor, plus
a color encoding keyboard.
The north-central South Dakota
field as depicted from the density
slicing system appears in Figure 3.
This is a black and white enlargement from a color photo ( yellow
and blue, in this case) of the TV
monitor which is part of the density
slicing system used to interpret the
original film transparency. Experienced soil scientists interpreting the
aerial photos with the density slicing system were able to more accurately identify differences in soil
surface features than shown on current ground-surveyed soil maps.
The system color encodes density
levels of the film transparency into
as many as 32 levels, the number depending upon manipulation of a
color control keyboard by the soil
scientists. In the case of this particular field, a measuring device ( planimeter) on the density slicing system
indicated that 51% of the field was
color encoded .yellow ( lighter areas
on Figure 4 ) and 49% encoded blue
( darker areas) to give an indication
of acreage.
The density slicing system · was
also able to distinguish severely
eroded, moderately eroded, riormal
soils, and wet areas when encoded
for use of four colors for a field in
another general soil area along the
flightline.
Specific Conditions Needed

Aerial photographs must be taken
when soil surface patterns are most
apparent, says Dr. Frazee." For cultivat~d areas similar to the study
area, May is the best time," he adds.
"The fields are cultivated or the
planted crop has not yet masked the
soil surface features. As a result of
our preliminary studies, we believe
that imagery from more than one
year will be necessary to adequately
map the soil limitations of the Oahe
area by remote sensing techniques."
Additionally, he points out, colors
or densities of photographs will

Figure l .
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Keys to features on cover photo:
A-A "dug-out" niade for watering livestock.
B-Wet, non-farmable areas.
C-Farmstead.
D-Alfalfa field. White dots are alfalfa haystacks. (Soil differ. ences-indicated by different
shadings in other fields - are
covered or masked by the
growing alfalfa crop.)
E-Bare soil.
F-Corn stalks.
G-Sma~ grain stubble (no growing crop).
H-( and enlarge~ent, Figure 2)
Lighter areas in this field and
in some· other fields are soils
with a restrictive layer ( claypan) nearer the surface which
limits production. The darker
areas are deeper, more productive soils with the restrictive
layer farther below the surface
than those of, the lighter-appearing soils. .The crop in this
field is spring wheat about 3
inches high.
I-Spring wheat.
J-Rye .planted the previous fall,
about 12 inc'hes high in this
photo.
K-Grass pasture.
L-Wet areas in which the crop
has been drown out.
The horizontal line about midway in
the photo is a gravel road. The vertical
line about midway in the photo is a dirt
road.

An enlargement of field "H" showing soil patterns. This field is about 50
acres in size.

need to be corrected. for sun angle
effects, camera lens effects, and
processing to have maximum effectiveness for mapping soil limitations.
With additional experience and
research, Dr. Frazee believes that
eventually information will become
available in a form from which a
farmer will better know what to
plant or not to plant in a particular
field or he can pick out only the specific areas on his land for possible
soil improvement.
However, he sees remote sensing
as a potential new tool for development of soil · surveys as the major
current advantage from this preliminary research. "More accurate soil
This black and white enlargement
from the TV monitor screen illustrates
how the density slicing system encodes
colors for interpretation by soil scientists ( compare lighter-appearing areas
with those in Figures 1 and 2). The system color encodes density of the film
transparency into as many as 32 levels,
depending upon manipulation of the
color control keyboard by the soil scientist. The planimeter indicated ( for this
photo) that 51 % of the field was color
encoded yellow (lighter areas) and 49<'/o
was encoded blue ( darker areas). These
percentages can be converted to acres .

maps are one possible benefit, and
another-depending upon success
of further research-may be reduction in ground survey and identification time," he notes. "Soil maps so
far produced using advanced remote sensing principles are superior
to and provide more information
than existing soil maps. The most
important immediate use of remote
sensing for soil surveys would be to
provide the soil surveyor with an
image or photograph taken specifically for soil surveying."
Rangelands Also Included

Also under study at SDSU is the
possibility of using remote sensing
methods for mapping soils of native
rangelands. This type of research is
being conducted in Bennett County
for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
a similar study is underway in
Perkins County. For instance, on
color infrared photos Dr. Frazee is
able to distinguish soils on rangeland areas in Bennett County.
Studies of soils in rangeland areas
are specifically directed toward
ERTS applications because the area
has greater uniformity of land use
and vegetative cover plus the fact
there is less need for detailed soil
surveys, according to the SDSU researcher. Main objective is to investigate possibilities of remote sensing
methods for faster and more extensive determination of soil conditions

over vast areas which cannot be
adequately covered by ground-based methods. Dr. Frazee says that
since BIA manages about 4 million
acres of rangeland in South Dakota
and about 70 million acres nationwide, the agency might become one
of the prime uses of data from the
Earth Resources Orbiting Satellite
(EROS) center in Sioux Falls.

"Much more research must be
done," he suggests. "We need more
aerial and 'ground truth' data to
reach the desired point where
ground and aerial photo conditions
can be correlated with other aerial
photographs-or satellite data-by
trained and experienced technicians
with soils or crop experience."D

Figure 4.

Spatial Data Datacolor density slicing
system which analyzes the variation in
tone of transparencies and displays the
color encoded density levels on a color
· television screen. These components are
shown:
I-light box to illuminate the film
transparencies.
2-precision monochromatic television camera.
3-electronic color analyzer which
separates the shades of gray and
color codes the signal for
gray level into as many as 3
levels.
4--color television monitor for displaying either the color analysis
or an image from the original
transparency. Photos such as
Figure 4 are made from this
monitor screen.
5-electronic planimeter that measures the percent area of each color encoded density level.
6--control keyboard.
Additional new equipment for this
system, not shown here, expands its use
,
to computerization.
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Range
Condition
and
Runoff
•
1n
Western
South
Dakota
By
Clayton L. Hanson, 'Armine R. Kuhlman, Carl
J. Erickson an<l James K. Lewis*

This article is a contribution from the Soil
and Water Cbnservation Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA , and the
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station.
• Agricultural engineer, USDA, Rapid City, S .
D · botanist and soil scientist, USDA, Newell ,
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rates are usually adjusted to obtain the maximum net return. However, side effects of
grazing intensity, such as changes
in runoff volumes or peak flow rates,
may be important to the rancher as
well as to the general public. Experiments at the Cottonwood Range
Field Station in western South Dakota have shown that the average
annual runoff from watersheds in
low range condition may be twice as
great as that from watersheds in
high range condition. The peak flow
rates also are generally considerably
greater from low range condition
watersheds than from medium or
high range condition watersheds.
This information was obtained from
a research project established in
1962 by the Agricultural Research
Service in cooperation with the
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station at the Range Field
Station, Cottonwood, South Dakota.
The Range Field Station is in the
mixed prairie region of the Northern Great Plains in an area with
dark brown, moderately deep, slowly permeable, heavy clay soils derived from the Pierre formation.
These chestnut soils have been
classified in the Opal-Samsil Association. In the absence of deterioration ( high range condition), the
vegetation is dominated by the cool
season midgrasses, western wheatgrass ( Agropryon smithii) and green
needlegrass (Stipa viridula), with
an understory of the warm season
shortgrasses blue grama (Bout.eloua
gracilis) and buffalograss ( Buchloe
dactyloides), a sedge (Carex eleocharis) and numerous forbs. Under
prolonged heavy grazing the midgrasses decrease and the shortgrasses increase to form a short grass sod.
Average annual precipitation at
the Field Station was 15.22 inches
for a 58-year period from 1910
through 1967, of which 12.03 inches
fell from April through September.
The average temperature is about
47 degrees F.
)
STOCKING

Experimental Watersheds

Watersheds were established on
each of three pastures that had been
grazed heavily, moderately, or
lightly during the summers from
1942 through 1967 resulting in a lbw
11

( poor +), medium ( fair +), and
high ( good + ) range conditions, re~
spectively. The pastures were ungrazed in 1968, and in 1969 and
1970 they were grazed for maximum
livestock production without changing the range condition category.
The watersheds were established
by building confining dikes on four
2-acre contiguous watersheds on
each of three pastures ( Figure 1 ) .
The slopes average 7.9%, 7.6%, and
7.8%, respectively, for the low, medium, and high range condition watersheds. Each set of watersheds has
a northeast aspect. Two-foot, Htype flumes and FW-1 water range
recorders measure the runoff ( Figure 2) . Four 8-inch recording rain
gages measure the precipitation on
each set of watersheds.
Data are for 1963 through 1970.
The annual and seasonal ( May 140ctober 31) precipitation is shown
in Figure 3. The total annu~l preci.pita tion ranged from 12.71 mches m
1970 to 16.66 inches in 1967, with an
8-year mean of 14.77 inches. The
seasonal precipitation ranged from
8.15 inches in 1970 to 12.26 inches
in 1963, with an 8-year mean of
10.35. Precipitation variations appear to be about the same within
watersheds as between watersheds.
There was no indication of a rainfall pattern within the study area.
Mean Annual Runoffs

The mean annual runoff was 0.92,
O. 70, and 0.53 of an inch from the
watersheds in low, mediu~, and
high range condition, respectively
( Figure 3). The annual runoff was
approximately twice the seasonal
runoff of 0.58, 0.38, and 0.24 of an
inch. An analysis of variance shows
that the mean annual runoff between the watersheds in high and
low range condition differed significantly ( P < 0.5), with the most runoff from the low and the least runoff
from· the high range condition
watersheds.
The greatest annual and seasonal
runoff was from the low range condition watersheds when there was
1.80 inches of runoff due to rainfall
in 1963. Annual runoff exceeded one
inch during each of 4 years from the
low range condition, 3 years from
the medium, and 2 years from the
high range condition watersheds.
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Figure I. Location of watersheds
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The least runoff was in 1970 when
there was 0.06 of an inch or less annual runoff and no seasonal runoff
from any of the watersheds. During
3 of the 8 years, there was 0.05 of an
inch or less annual runoff from the
high range condition watersheds
and 0.05 of an inch or less seasonal
runoff in each of 5 years.
For the eight summer seasons
( May 14-0ctober 31), there were
26, 18, and 10 runoff events of 0.01
. of an inch or greater from the low,
medium and high rap.ge condition
watersheds, respectively. The data
indicate that this difference is bec;rnse runoff on the low condition
watersheds comes from short intense storms as well as from long
duration storms. Most of the runoff
on the high condition watersheds
was from· relatively large storms
that followed wet periods. The data
. also suggest that the runoff from the
long duration storms may be as
much from the watersheds in high
range conditions as from the other
watersheds, especially when the
storm follows a wet period.
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Snowmelt Runoff
There was snowmelt runoff in
March and April of 1966; January,
March, and May of 1967; and March
of 1969. Snowmelt runoff during
March was far great~r than during
the other months. There was also
some snowmelt runoff dm:ing 1964
and 1970. The only runoff for 1970
was from snowmelt and averaged
about 0.04 of an inch. Snowmelt runoff during 1966, 1967, and 1969
caused the big difference between
the annual and seasonal runoff.
The highest flow rates were generally from the watersheds in low
range condition with the maximum
flow rate of approximately 4 inches
per hour occurring during a storm
in 1963. The peak flow rate from the
other two sets of watesheds was less
than half of the peak flow from
those in low range condition. This
indicates that the greater amount of
standing yegetation and mulch on
the watersheds in high range condition t~nd to reduce peak flow rates.

tonwood Field Station show that
the annual runoff was 0.92, 0.70, and
0.53 of an inch from the watersheds
in low, medium, and high range
condition, respectively. The seasonal ( May 14-0ctober 31) runoff was
0.58, 0.38, and 0.24 of an inch. Differences between high and low
range condition watersheds in both
annual and seasonal runoff were significant ( P<.05). Highest peak flow
rates occurred on the watersheds in
low range condition. Peak flow rates
from the other two sets of watersheds were generally about half as
high. These studies show that past
grazing treatments, resulting in dif-
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Figure 3. Annual and seasonal (May
14-0ctober 31) precipitation and runoff,
1963-1970.
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SUMMARY
The first eight years of runoff
data from the watersheds at the Cot-

ferent range condition categories,
have affected the runoff regime of
the watersheds, with those watersheds in low range condition producing the greatest runoff and those
in high condition producing the
least.D
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Figure 2. H-type flume with stage recorder measuring snowmelt runoff
from one of the high range condition
watersheds.
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A Hidden Treasure Ups Net Income

H

uNTING hidden treasure is pay-

ing off in extra cash for some southeast South Dakota farmers.
The hunting is done with paper
and a sharp pencil to ferret out extra income to be found in a farm
operation by pre-testing business
adjustments before putting them
into actual use. The treasure hunt is
also known as budgeting, which
consists of projecting costs and r~turns associated with a specific adjustment into the future, according
to a South Dakota State University
economist.
One group of southeast South Dakota farmers increased their average
net income by more than $1,400 as a
result of changes in their farm plans
the first year after attending a series
of farm budgeting planning meetings, according to Wallace G. Aanderud, SDSU Extension economist.
A central South Dakota farmer reports that he increased his taxable
income by over $3,000 after adjustresult of changes in their farm plans
He did his on-farm treasure hunting
in January by working out alternative budgets. After studying these
he made alterations he anticipated
would result in a higher net income.
And as a result of his experience,
some added knowledge, and the
facts before him he was able to locate a sizable treasure.
Aim Your Efforts

"It isn't . so much a question of
working harder-you've got to work
anyway-but of aiming your work
and efforts at the points where the
money is," suggests Aanderud, who
has conducted a series of "ten-step"
farm management courses in South
Dakota the past several years. Currently, two area Extension farm
management agents also conduct
"ten-step" farm management courses in eastern South Dakota.

"We're also finding that when a
farmer has his complete farm budgeted ahead for the year, credit is
easier to secure," he says, adding
that "as a result wiser and more
profitable use can be made of available credit. One hirmer, on the basis
of such a cash flow, was able to secure the use of more than three
times as much credit as he had been
able to get the previous year. Both
the credit agency and the farmer
had higher net incomes for the
yea:r."
This is the way Aanderud explain,~ and illustrates the "treasure
hunt:
Three Budget Types

Three types of budgets are used
in deciding upon making changes in
plans. First, develop enterprise
budgets, then combine these into a
complete farm budget. As the complete budget develops, possible
. changes become apparent. Partial
budgets help in estimating effects
on net income of shifting acres from
one crop to another. Partial budgets
also help in estimates of effects of
expanding a livestock enterprise or .
of switching from one operation system to another.
Crop budget examples that apply
to many east-central South Dakota
farms are sho:wn in Table 1. All costs
itemized in this table must be considered to estimate expected management return. Machine operation
charges include fuel , oil, grease,
repairs, and service costs. Depreciation, interest, personal property taxes, and insurance are the fixed machine costs considered in South
Dakota. Supply costs are represented by expected seed, fertilizer, and
w eed-insect-disease control chemic als.
Drying costs are included for
corn, assuming that 60% to 70% of the
14

total corn crop will need some drying. Real estate taxes and land
charges are based on land valued at
$225 per acre. About 1.5% of this
value was used for taxes and 6% for
the land charge.
Labor charges should be included
for both the ·operator and all hired
labor. For these three budgets, it
was assumed that all labor was valued at $2.00 per hour.
· Based on Table 1, expected net
prices after hauling to market are
high enough so that a net return to
management can be expect.ed from
all crops. Corn 'is most profitable at
$10.20 per acre. Oats and barley
would produce less than half the
net return of corn.
Estimate Prices Needed

.

These budgets can also provide
estimates of market prices needed
to make all crops produce the same
net return per acre for management.
In Table 1, $10.20 added to the
charges per acre for barley and oats

e

Table l. Example budgets of expected
costs and returns per acre, east central
South Dakota
Kind of annual
charge or cost

Com Oats Barley
(Bushels per acre)
60
80
45

-dollars per acreMachine operation
4.40
3.00
2.85
5.00
5.00
Fixed machinery ________ 6.00
Seed cost ____ _______________ 4.10
2.00
1.50
Fertilizer ______ _________ ____ 7.00
7.00
5 .00
Weed control ____ _______ 2.10
1.50
1.50
Insect control ____________ 1.80
.10
.10
Drying cost ________________ 4.00
3.40
3.40
Real estate taxes ____ _ 3.40
Land charge ______________ 13.50 13.50 13.50
3.70
3.60
Labor charge ____ ________ 6.50
Charges per acre ____ 52.80 39.20 36.45
0.49
0.81
Cost per bushel __________ 0.88
Expected net price ____ 1.05
0.55
0.90
Expected gross ______ 63.00 44.00 40.50
Management return 10.20
4.80
4.05
\'!:i:
Value needed to produce $10.20 management Al):'.1~
return per acre
Per acre ____________________ $63.00 $49.40 $40.65
,1.
Per bushel ________________ $ 1.05 $ 0.62 $ 1.04

0,

show the gross sales required to
make them as profitable as corn. If
barley yields 45 bushels per acre, a
net price of $1.04 per bushel is
needed to equal $1.05 corn. Similarly, an 80-bushel oat crop would need
to net 62 cents per bushel after hauling to market to equal $1.05 corn
based on a 60-bushel per acre yield.
Similar enterprise budgets can be
developed for forage crops, soybeans, or any other crop for that
. area. Use your own costs to compare
the crops you ·grow . and shift as
many acres as possible to the higher
profit crops. Keep good land use
practices and restriction on land use
based on farm price support programs in mind as you plan changes
in land use enterprises.

•

For Livestock Too

Enterprise budgets to estimate
· expected costs and returns are given
for two livestock enterprises ( Table
2). One budget is for a 100-cow beef
herd, the other for 200 calves purchased in the fall to be wintered and
then grazed O!) summer pasture.
Cost items in these two budgets represent types of charges that need to
be considered for any breeding or
feeding budget.

•

Table 2. Example budgets of expected
costs and returns; 100- cow beef herd
and 200 stocker steer. calves, wintered
and summer grazed; $43' steer calf price
level

Kind of cost or charge

100
cow
herd

Purchase
200
calves

-dollarsPurchase stocker calves _____ _
36,550
Cows and stocker calves _____ 2,860
3,000
(Interest, taxes, insurance)
500
Charges for herd bulls _____. _
Buildings and equipment _ _
450
600
2,950
Grazing --------------------------- ---- 3,000
Hay (market value) ____________ 4,0~0
2,700
785
Grain ---------------------------------450
Mineral and salt _________ ________
200
120
Veterinary and drugs ____ ____
300
300
Miscellaneous overhead ______
400
500
Hauling and marketing _____
275
1,000
2,000
Labor charge ($2 per hour) 1,500
Total Charges __________________ 13,985
50,505
Expected Gross Sales ______ 15,492* 52,018t
Managem~nt Return ______ 1,507
1,513

•

'*' 90 percent ca lf crop raised . Sell 45 steer calves .
27 h eifer ca lves, 2 cull yea rli ng heifers and 15
cull cows at prices and weights specified in
T able 3.
1· 195 feede rs sold we ighing 780 pounds on sale.
. scale. 2.5% d ea th loss assum ed for 200 calves
purch ased. A sel ling price of $34.20 was assumed based on T able 4.

In the budget, purchase stocker
calves represents buying 200 calves
weighing 425 pounds based on a $43
/ steer calf price. This cost is needed
to estimate the profitability of adding weight to feeders or stockers.
The cost of owning cows and
stockers is measured in terms of interest, taxes, and insurance. For
cows, these charges amount to from
10% to 12% of the average value of
the herd, while for purchased stockers held about 10 months it amounts
to from 8% to 8.5% of the purchase
price of the stockers. No depreciation or death loss is charged for
cows if replacements .are raised
from heifer calves produced by the
herd. These two items are accounted for by reduced sales for both the
cow herd and the stocker-feeder
budget.
Depreciation, interest, taxes, insurance, and death loss should be
charged for herd bulls. This charge
will be about 20% of the average value of the bulls. The sale of
cull bulls plus the depreciation and
death loss part of the bull charge
should purchase new herd bulls as
needed.
Depreciation, interest, repairs,
taxes and insurance amount to from
12% to 15% of the new cost of buildings an~ equipment. These costs
must be recovered on the average if
the enterprise to is pay its own way
without being subsidized by a more
profitable enterprise.
Feed costs are for the types of
feeding programs common for these
two beef enterprises. All grazing
was charged at $4.50 for an animal
unit month of grazing. The usual
definition of animal unit month is
grazing for a cow for one month.
Alfalfa-brome hay was valued at
$18 per ton. Grain in both budgets
was assumed to cost $1.10 per corn
equivalent bushel. For individual
farms local pasture rent, hay prices,
and grain prices should b e used.
Typical Costs Used

Charges for the last five cost items
in the budgets ( Table 2 ) are typical
of current costs in east central South
D akota. Miscellaneous overhead includes costs for the operation of
tractors, feed handling, elec!ric
power , records, and other yard
15

costs connected with livestock enterprises.
Total annual charges for the 100
cow beef herd are $13,985 and management returns are shown in Table
3 for different price levels.
Total charges for stocker calves
purchased at 425 pounds and raised
to 780 pound feeders are shown in
Table 4.
Comparing one livestock enterprise budget to a second livestock
budget is one use of the partial budget process. In the same manner,
partial budgeting takes place when
one crop enterprise is compared to
another land use enterprise. After
using enterprise budgets for partial
budgeting,_ a revised total farm
budget can be developed, which is
more profitable than the original
plan.D
·
Table 3. Expected gross sales per 100
beef cows; 90% calf crop; replacements
raised, east central South Dakota
--dollars-

cwt.

4.25 steer calves ______
3.75 heifer calves ____
6.0 cull heifers ________
10.0 cull cows _________

40.00
37.00
33.00
18.00

43.00
39.50
35.00
19.00

46.00
42.00
36.00
20.00

Steer calves ____________ __ 7,650
Heifer calves ________ __ __ 3,346
Cull heifers ______________
396
Cull cows __________________ 2,700

8,223
3,999
420
2,850

8,797
4,253
432
3,000

Total Sales* ________ __ 14,092
Total charges
(Table 2) ------- 13,985
Management
Return -------------107

15,492

16,482

13,985

13,985

1,507

2,497

'*'Sales of cull bulls not included. It is assumed
that sal e of cull bulls plus depreciation and
d eath loss charge for bulls will buy replacement herd bulls.
·

Table 4. Summary of expected costs
and returns, three price levels; buy 200
stocker calves; sell 195 feeders; east cen·
tral South Dakota
Kind
of cost
or charge

Per cwt
Per head

Steer calf purchase price
40.00
43.00
46.00
170.00 182.75 195.50

Totat' purchase cost __ 34,000
Int., taxes, ins. ________ 2,800
Other costs, Table 2 . 10,955
Total Charges ______ 47,755
Management
Return ______________
107
(100 cows, Table 3)
Total value needed 47,862
to equal cows
Value per head* ·--- 245 .45
Price per cwt _______ 31.47
Price margin ________ - 8.53

-dollars36,550 39,100
3,000
3,200
10,955 10,955
50,505 53,255
1,507

2,497

52,012

55,752

266.73
34.20
- 8.80

285.91
36.66
- 9.34

* 195 feeders sold we ig hing 780 pound s on sa le
scale.
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Passport tr 1874

armchair or auto • • •

along Custer's old route on a
forest-wildlife ecology tour
Your armchair or motor vehicle
excursion will cover the area shown
by the accompanying road map
section of western South Dakota's
Black Hills.
The roads are good. And in some
cases you'll notice markers designating sites traversed by the Custer expedition . Much of Custer's
route was over what is now private
land although views indicated in
this excursion guide can all be seen
from public roads. Although not
necessary, a compass and binoculars might be useful. The skyline
usually furnishes clues for matching the 1874 photos with your view,

Assistance in preparing this "excursion
guide" was provided by Donald R. Progulske, head, Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries Sciences, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings; Richard H. Sowell,
photographer, SDSU Audio-Visual Center;
Kenneth C. Scholz, supervisor, and Cameron E. Ferweda, forester, Black Hills
National Forest, Custer, S. D. All 1874
photographs are from original glass plate
negatives courtesy the South Dakota State
Historical Society. - Frank J. Shideler,
Editor, South Dakota Farm & H ome Re-

search.
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although rock outcr~ps may be the
key in others.
Your excursion is divided into
three sections:
A-3.3 miles east of the traffic
light in the city of Custer on US Alt.
16 toward Custer State Park. This is
the site of the expedition's longest
camp period. Numerous p·hotos of
the area were taken by Illingworth.
A handy viewing site is on the turnout adjacent to the highway on the
north where a new South Dakota
Historical marker has been erected.
Only a short distance farther east
and then off the main highway for
a half mile around the west edge of
Stockade Lake past Tallent monument is a place where three types
of forest management can be seen
from the same spot.

Standing on
this rock (left
foreground),
General Custer's
men saw a parklike valley in
1874. Turn
the page to
see how it
appears now.

B-6.6 miles north of the Custer
city traffic light on US 16 and 385
and past the Crazy Horse monument site, a turnoff on the east side
of the highway provides a place to
compare another 1874 photograph.
C-This is in the Deerfield-Castle
Rock area about 19 miles northwest
of the intersection of Deerfield Lake
Road and US 16 and 385 at the
north edge of Hill City. Deerfield is
18 miles from the intersection and
about a mile beyond on the same
road several views can be seen
from the vicinity of Castle Rock
school house.

nn11

1-4,

This "dog-h air" stand , or ponderosa pine encroachment or
invasion, is all that can be seen today at the same spot where
th e 1874 photo on the preceding page was taken (note same
inverted " V"-sha ped rock at bottom left of both photos) . The
rock was a long-sought clue to establish the point from w here
th e 1874 photograph was taken. This photo east of Custer is
not indicated on accompanying maps because access is over
privately-owned land.

A-1

PHOTOS A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, and
A-5. The Black Hills Expedition "permanent" camp stretched for a considy
erable distance along the ~
about 3 miles. ·east of Custer. No~e

small tree in the foreground rocks of
A-1. Did Photographer Illingworth first
take A-1 and therr remove the small tree
as can be noted in A-2 or did he do the
reverse a"nd add the tree to the scene?

A-3 shows the same scene as of today
while in A-4 and A-5 the photographers
have moved slightly more to the southwest to record the same • .

N

~

(The triangular shaded areas on the
maps show approximate areas of view
for the numbered photographs.)

TOO mAnY TRHS

I

I

I

T ms forest-wildlife ecological excursion back into history-making
events of 187 4-even before South
D akota became a state-is· less than
30 miles southwest of Rapid City
with one part beginning at the north
edge of Hill City or, if you prefer ,
start 3~~ miles east of the city of
Custer.
Almost any spot on the excursion
will be within 25 miles of such
attractions as Mount Rushmore National Memorial, Jewel Cave National Monument, Wind Cave
National Park, and Custer State
Park.
3

You'll be smack in the 1,250,000
acre Black Hills Nationai Forestcelebrating its 75th birthday in
1973-or, in some cases, from a public road you'll view scenes covering
parcels of private land.
What you'll see, p erhaps while
standing on the exact spot where an
old-time cavalryman pitched his
tent, is a comparison of how a for-

est looked nearly 100 years ago and
how it looks today. Don't be surprised if at some places you can't see
the forest for the trees. But that is
part of what your excursion is all
about.
The arm chair excursionist can
compare matching photographs on
these pages and get an idea
of what wildlife specialists and for-

esters mean when talking of man's
over-disturbance of a forested area.
The arm chair viewer, however, will
miss the I-am-here-too tingle exp erienced by being on exact spots where
history was made a century earlier.
On the other hand, the motor vehicle excursionist in a short jaunt on
hard surfaced roads sees a pano·
( continued on page 7)
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Photos A-6 and A-7. By closely comparing photos A-6 and A-7 you can almost identify the exact places where
tents ~
spotted for the 1874 camp in
this ~ which must have attracted
6
.

large numbers of wildlife species. Phovegetation now than in 1874, the difto A-7 was taken before installation of
ference is not as great as elsewhere in
the State Historical marker on the turnthe Black Hills because of forest thinout near the center of the picture. Al~
ning along highways and less soil depth
though this compar~son does show m o ~ in this part of _the forest.

•

A-7
(from page 3)

rama of forest and mountain meadow beauty in one of the most intensively managed National Forests in
the United States.
Your Tour Began in 1874

A~tually, your ecological-historical excursion may be said to have
started with an army order that sent
Brevet Major General George Armstrong Custer on a 60-day reconnaissance to the Black Hills during the
summer of 1874. The journey, beginning at old Fort Abraham Lincoln near Bismarck, N. D., covered
territory later to become parts of
South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana and Wyoming.
General Custer's Black Hills Expeditionary force consisted of 10
companies of the Seventh Cavalry,
two companies of infantry, Indian
scouts, guides, interpreters, teamsters, scientists, newspaper correspondents and other civilians-even
a military band! It totaled about
1,000 men, 110 wagons and ambulances, 1,000 cavalry'horses, mules
to draw the wagons, and a herd of
300 cattle for meat.
This was one of the largest and
best-equipped expeditions ever in
the West. It traveled 883 miles, the
distance measured by revolutions of
a wheel on a special wagon.
The Black Hills were impressive
to G.I. and general alike. The 34year-old general even wrote to his
superiors that the bountiful wildlife,
vegetation and beautiful scenery
could hardly be matched anywhere.
One of the most important historic.al results of the exploration was
( continued on page 10)
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PHOTOS B-1 and B-2. The difference in ponderosa pine stand is readily
apparent on the rise in the center of
photos B-1 and B-2. Note also the difference in foreground vegetation. In
1874 this must have furnished cover
and browse near an excellent open food
source for wildlife.

B-2

A demonstration of forest management near
Stockade Lake east of Custer shows unproductive "dog-hair" stand ( top photo of series of
three on these two pages); management with
two predominant tree ages (center) producing 300 pounds of herbaceous material and
_ 100 hoard feet of pine growth per acre per
year; and "even-aged'' management (bottom)
producing 3,000 pounds of herbaceous material and 300 hoard feet of pine growth. This
demonstration can he seen from a point about
9

a half mile from US 16A, west around Stockade Lake and heyond Anna Donna Tallent
monument.
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(from page 7)
confirmation of presence of gold in
the Black Hills. This is often credited with sparking Black Hills settlement and triggering Indian wars,
culminating in Custer's death during the battle at Little Big Horn in
June of 1876.
Photography Key Aspect

Of importance to your ecologicalhistorical excursion is that one of
Custer'~ . .~
amsters ( so carried on
the ro~ o r pay purposes ) was

PHOTOS C-1 and C-2. Because of
more ponderosa pine now on the rises
in the distance, you'll have to look closely to match photos C-1 and C-2 . •
e
sou~h and east, of this photo site ~
-

nolds Prairie where the Custer expedition found a pile of elk antlers erected
by the Indians. Elk were common in
the area at the 'time of the expedition
but are. now rare.

pione&
otographer William H.
Illing~ h, who was assigned a
special wagon for his bulky camera
and equipment. He took dozens of
pictures u~ing the then-new "wetplate" process, in which he first had
to carefully coat a glass plate with a
chemical mixture and then expose
it in the camera. His glass negatives
have survived the expedition trip
and time to form the photographic
basis of many chronicles of western
history and development.
.
In 1971 a South Dakota State University professor, Donald R. Progulske, and his "Illingworth," SDSU
photographer Richard H . Sowell,
began taking photographs matching many of the earlier scenes. Dr.
Progulske, who heads the SDSU
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, is working under a
federal McIntyre-Stennis research
grant to the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station to provide
"visual documentation of successional changes in the Black Hills
pine forest." The matching photographs included here for your ecological-historical excursion represe~t a preview of several score expected to be published later by the
SD SU Agricultural Experiment Station.
While the SDSU professor's major interest is wildlife and forest ecosystems, he decided soon after beginning his research that historical
aspects surrounding General Custer's expedition and other early
events provided an interest-catching peg upon which could hang a
major objective of his efforts. This
objective is to inform the public
about the forest ecosystem, how it
( continued on page 13)
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This area is reached on
Deerfield Lake road from
Jct. with US 385 at N
edge of Hill City

•1t
Castle Rock
School

19.1 mi.

PHOTOS C-3 and C-4. From almost
the same spot as for photos C-1 and C-2,
Photographer Illingworth turned · his
camera about 180 degrees to record the
scene in Photo C-3 looking southeast.
Note the difference in foreground vegetation and the heavier cover of pines in
photo C-4. The 1971 photo also shows
the road from Deerfield (in the distance) but the Castle Rock school house
(behind a tree at the extreme left) cannot be seen.
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(from page 11)

has changed, what has been done,
and what can and should be done
for it to meet its full potential in the
Black Hills.
Development Curtailed

"W e're adding to evidence that
new tree growth in the forest since
heavy settlement of the area may
have curtailed wildlife development
and reduced the region's potential
production of natural resources," he
says. "It's something that profes- _
sional foresters and wildlife specialists have maintained for a long time:
that man's over-disturbance of nature is limiting the potential of
Black Hills wildlife, water, lumber
products, and its grazing areas for
wildlife and livestock." The thenand-now picture pairs help illustrate "seral" stages in development
of a forest and its wildlife component, which in the case of Black
Hills ponderosa pine, has extended
new growth into open areas, includ~
ing some of those so vividly described by General Custer and his
expedition scientists. Natural succession involves periodic "opening"
of the forest as a result of fires, destructive winds, insects or other factors. This process involves a period
of from 150 to 200 years, says the
SDSU department head.
"Unless controlled by removal of
some trees through management
planning or natural causes, the pine
may develop into 'dog-hair' stands
so thick that only a third of the moisture that falls gets to the ground,"
· he explains. "This depletes natural
water sources. Overcrowded, stunted trees prevent penetration of
( continued on page 15)
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PHOTOS C-5 and C-6. When camp
was made in 1874, considerable space
was needed because of the size of the
well-equipped expedition. The scene for
Photos C-5 and C-6 is slightly to the left
of the scene in Photos C-7 and C-8, both
pairs being taken from a point above
the road near the Castle Rock school
house •
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sunlight to the soil. Thus, £orbs and
grasses do not grow, resulting in
lack of cover and food for wildlife.
Overcrowding inhibits growth, so
that trees do not reach sawlog size
and proper thinning becomes more
costly. Additionally, the hazard becomes greater for 'hot' wildfires that
destroy all vegetation."
New Concept in Management

A new concept known as Area
Management Planning (AMP) has
heen in use in the Black Hills National Forest during the past 5
years. The primary consideration in
this concept is an end product of
overall betterment for a specific
area, according to Kenneth C.
Scholz, forest supervisor. "New
springs, improved food area use
patterns by deer, growth of aspen in
selected 'fuel break' areas for fire
protection or a colorful fall view,
and logging 'with the view in mind'
that scarcely changes the appearance of a mountain side are developments noted even now through
the AMP," he adds.
Your excursion isn't going to
make you a full-fledged ecologist.
But you'll probably end up realizing
that research and experience are
providing the knowledge which permits man to manipulate the ecosystem in the Black Hills and quite
accurately predict the results. This
knowledge helps in making land
management decisions to enhance
·the environment.0
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PHOTOS C-7 and C-8. In addition to
heavier forest cover now, evident in
comparing Photos C-7 and C-8, also
note that the course of the stream winding from the distant valley through the
old camp meadow has been _altered to
provide more convenient agricultural
land on which to graze cattle and raise
crops. Perhaps you can see the channelized stream now along the base of the
hill to the right.
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PHOTOS C-9 and C-10. Farming or
· grazing in this valley along Castle Creek
northwest of Deerfield (C-10) probably
has checked invasion of ponderosa pine.
Note how the new growth since 1874
(C-9) has caused the skyline p.
o
appear "rou~ded."

•

C-10

•

35-19
Photographers in Action

William H. Illingworth's shadow
(photo, right) reveals the pioneer photographer at work behind his camera
during the 1874 Black Hills expedition.
Dick Sowell followed in Illingworth's
footsteps 97 years later and climbed this
rock (left) to match another scene in
the Black Hills. Donald ·Progulske is
shown slightly beyond Sowell taking
notes on camera settings, time of day,
film, azimuth, and description of the
area. Progulske, head of the SDSU Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, is in charge of this research project to record successional changes in a
pine forest, and Sowell is a photographer with the SDSU Audio-Visual Center.

CAMPSITE OF
GENERAL CUSTER'S EXPEDITION
- - -· August I- 6, 1874

•

This picturesque Yallev was the site of the permanent camp of the llaclt Hilla Expedition
of 1874 under the command of General Ceor9e A. Custer of the 7th Ca·nlry. Thelr 5 day
stay was tt:.e longes.t stop made during the entire expedition and General Custer used this
campsite H a. base for reconnaissance trips to other points In the Black Hllls.
The expe i,Ltlon par t y totaled about 1000 men • . J~OO horeea and mutea. 300 beef cattle
an·d no wagons. In ·addition to the cavalry. the peraonnet lnctuded nearly JOO Indian
scouts. guides. interpreters. enqlneers. newspaper correspondents. tw~ practical miners.
·and 8 photographer. This ts said to have been the largest and best equip ped expedition
ever ,usembled. up to that time. for military exploration duty In the Northwest. The entire
valley , waa scattered with their tenu and wagons durhlq their stay.
Gold wu first dllco·Hred In 'French Creek. which runs throuqh the 'f&ttev. by Horatio
N. Ross. This discovery of qold led to the first Miners· OrqanJuHon ln the Btack Hills
which was formed arOUJid a campfire on August 5, 1874 . Because of the discovery of
. go ld here. General Custer qa•e to this place the name of "Colden Vanev."
General Custer sent a scout messenger out from this camp to carrv the word to ft .
Lal'amte that gold had been discovered on French Creek. This caused a stampede over
1874
th,! country to force entrance Into these forbidden Black Hilla, Late ·1n December
•
ti~·! first settlers. the Colllns,Rassetl party. under the guidance .of John Gordon, reached
tl, , site.
Thousands of gold· seekers· ,oon followed .
8
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A special section making up the
final 20 pages of this issue of South
Dakota Farm & Home Research is a
progress report on a research project aimed at learning more about
forests and wildlife. History is closely interwoven into the project because photographs taken during the
1874 Black Hills Expedition of Major General George Armstrong Custer are used to compare successional

Agricultural Experiment Station
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Brookings, South Dakota 57006
Duane Acker, Director
Publication

changes in a forest. This marker 3.3
miles east of the city of Custer provides some of the historical background. The marker was erected by
the Custer.County Historical Society, the S.outh Dakota State Historical Society, and the South Dakota
State Highway Department. From
this spot several 1874 and present
comparisons can be made.
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